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Wyld Networks, a Tern investee, has announced a contract to work with the
NHS in Scotland to help care homes reduce the spread of COVID-19.
Although the deal itself is likely to be relatively small (no financial details
are given), we believe that the agreement demonstrates Internet of Things
(IoT) in action, in a way and at a time that could gain material public and
investor attention. Tern has simultaneously announced the transfer of a
£1.1m debt from Wyld into a Convertible Loan Note form.

▪ Deal announced Wyld has today announced a deal with Highland Health
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Ventures Ltd which in turn has a collaboration agreement NHS Highland.
Wyld will deploy mesh networks in care homes in Scotland with the aim
of managing access control and monitoring the contact between
residents, staff and visitors within the care home setting. We explain
overleaf, but in essence a “mesh network” is a network of fixed and mobile
devices (including mobile phones, wristbands and fixed “beacons”) which
can accurately and in real time monitor location of device relative to the
others. By analysing and acting upon the relative locations of devices (and
people) the network can be used to modify behaviour and improve
adherence to social distancing objectives.

▪ Signal value

Clearly, given the COVID-19 pandemic and its
disproportionate impact on the vulnerable care home community, such a
project could generate material and measurable benefits – highlighting
both the value within Wyld, and more broadly the exceptional possibilities
afforded by IoT. We see this as an exceptionally good example of IoT in a
real-world setting providing benefits that would otherwise be almost
impossible.

▪ Tern loan altered to Convertible At the same time as the announcement
of the agreement above, Tern has announced the transfer of £1.1m of
debt (owed by Wyld to Tern) into a Convertible Loan Note structure –
terms include a 20% discount to any future material fundraise or exit by
Wyld. Tern’s investment in Wyld (prior to today’s news) was recently
valued at some £0.9m (the previously-declared value of the debt).
Overall, we believe that today's news is extremely positive, and that both the
Wyld agreement and Tern’s subscription for the convertible loan note are
material moves forward for the group. We look forward to watching the
development of both Tern and Wyld over coming months.
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What are mesh networks ?
Mesh networks are flexible clusters of devices, running software to allow them to combine
into one “living” network and to achieve a given common aim. They normally include fixed
“beacon” devices with known locations and good connectivity, mobile phones, and other
“tags” (wristbands / device locators and so on) to demarcate specific items or people. The
mesh analyses the devices’ positions, starting with the “known” locations of fixed
elements, and incorporating the positions of the mobile elements, both relative to these
static points and relative to each other, combining GPS locations where available and using
complex mathematical “trilateration” (a form of triangulation).

SIMPLE MESH NETWORK EXAMPLE

Source: Company information

This technology has been under development for some time, and has many use cases, at
various levels of development. There are many applications in Industrial IoT (managing
assets across a factory setting), but the most exciting probably relate to retail and
consumer settings, where customers’ mobile phones offer both location information and
the ability to convey information to & from the user….the examples below cover both retail
and sports/stadium settings, with multiple opportunities to combine location, information,
ecommerce opportunities and “value-added offers” to shoppers or sports fans.

APPLICATIONS OF MESH NETWORKS IN RETAIL AND STADIUM SETTINGS

Source: Company information
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What has been announced today ?
Wyld Networks has announced that it will be working with NHS Highland and Highland
Health Ventures Ltd, to test and deploy mesh networks into care homes in Scotland. The
aim is to use mesh networks to understand the relative positioning, in real time, of care
home residents, workers (both full-time and contract staff) and visitors.
This will allow care homes (through easily configured workflow structures) to :

▪ establish “geofences” which alert individuals (or a central monitoring point) when
someone enters a specific zone, or the care home as a whole. Many locations are
designating “COVID” and “non-COVID” areas within a single facility, and alerting staff
and visitors to the boundaries of these zones could help enforce adherence to
associated policies

▪ alert an individual who moves too close to another (this could be via text message or
vibration/other alert on the mobile device)

▪ allow rapid and precise analysis of people who have had contact with a specific resident,
staff member or visitor in the event of a confirmed or suspected COVID-19 case

▪ enable staff and visitors to confirm their COVID-19 health status prior to entering
certain access-restricted zones, and/or the care home in general.
For example, certain members of staff may be designated to only work in a COVID-free
area of the facility – they should not be located within the COVID-risk rooms or floors.
Equally, if a resident has been for some time in a COVID-risk area, their transfer to a COVIDfree location should only be undertaken with due regard to quarantine periods or isolation.
Overall, the Wyld Networks mesh solution will afford care home management a new
method to assist with access control, monitoring and alerting around social distancing. This
is being achieved with existing IoT technologies, rapidly adapted to the COVID-19
pandemic, a clear example of the flexibility and relevance of the IoT sector.

What might be next ?
If the initial deployment is successful, the technology could potentially be rolled out rapidly
to a larger number of care homes (or even other health facilities).
We await further news once the first implementations have been completed, but given
what appears to be a long-lasting COVID-19 risk timeframe, and the fact that care homes
have historically been poor at managing infection of many other types, there seems to be
a major and long-term opportunity for both Wyld and Tern.
There is a clear and immediate need for some way to manage and improve social
distancing within the care home environment – and IoT, through mesh networking, can
provide a compelling and relatively low-cost solution.
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PERL at the time of publication, and any estimates are those of PERL and not of the companies concerned unless specifically sourced
otherwise. PERL is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) of the United Kingdom (registration number 697355).
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investment decisions. PERL does not make investment recommendations. Any valuation given in a research note is the theoretical result of
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opinions or views expressed in this document.
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any of the companies mentioned in this report.
The value of securities mentioned in this report can fall as well as rise and may be subject to large and sudden swings. In addition, the level
of marketability of the shares mentioned in this report may result in significant trading spreads and sometimes may lead to difficulties in
opening and/or closing positions. It may be difficult to obtain accurate information about the value of securities mentioned in this report.
Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance.
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